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REDCOM CRUCIALCONNECT™ PS MOBILE
For long-term public safety event deployments

Massive emergencies require a massive communications solution. When disaster strikes, public safety professionals 
know that establishing and maintaining communications is critical to maintaining order.

Public safety communications systems are disparate and difficult to manage, especially when interoperability between 
organizations and locations is the order of the day. They need interoperability for RF (portable and mobile radios), 
integration of satellite communication, LTE, Wi-Fi, and sometimes even lines and trunks for public telephone access.

A single emergency event might involve many departments and individuals including fire (P25, Analog, VHF), sheriff 
(P25, P1, UHF), police (P25, P27/800), park police (DMR), participants with LTE phones, and emergency managers in 
an office far away from the scene. In most cases as well, first responders in transit to the event location, want to have 
up-to-date details of the operation. 

The Solution
REDCOM’s CrucialConnect PS Mobile is a flexible, rugged, and powerful tool that can be carried on a truck or van. It 
can be set up anywhere with availabe AC power, from an end-office to a tent.

The CrucialConnect PS Mobile provides immediate interoperability between on-site radios with the use of Gateway 
radios (mobile radios pre-ordered and REDCOM configured for wired connectivity to the REDCOM CrucialConnect 
platform). It also provides connections for portable Gateway radios that may arrive on-scene, donated by groups who 
need access into the same network.

In addition to robust RF interoperability, the CrucialConnect PS Mobile delivers REDCOM conferencing and call 
control, with T1 trunks, lines, 4-wire audio, IP, and other communications methods for interconnectivity among 
on-site professionals and other necessary participants regardless of their locations.

In addition to the powerful REDCOM SLICE® call control and conferencing platform, the CrucialConnect PS Mobile 
includes a POE network switch for adding IP devices including phones, satellite radios, or modems, a rugged 20 Amp 
AC power supply with an extra outlet for chargers or other devices on-site, LTE backhaul, and Wi-Fi for local access 
to softphone connectivity.

On-site radio users participate in the REDCOM CrucialConnect platform for direct conversations as well as critical, 
pre-configured conference calls that leverage any telecommunications interfaces for backhaul, including TDM, IP, and 
LTE, among others.
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CrucialConnect PS Mobile will be pre-configured with a standing conference, so users can join the conference taking 
place at the site and stay connected, whether they’re in an office somewhere or in their vehicle en route to the scene.
Additional conferences can be created either permanently or for short-term use for subsets of user groups. 

If placed in a damaged end-office the CrucialConnect PS Mobile can provide switching for telephony as well as 
integration into the public safety infrastructure so critical to building order from chaos.
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CrucialConnect™ Mobile

BRIDGE DISPARATE ENDPOINTS 
WITH REDCOM CRUCIALCONNECT™

A single CrucialConnect system can bring together radios from multiple agencies, 
enabling incident response teams to command, control, and communicate. 


